Day – 4: Conditions and Loops – II
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range() function
 The built-in function range() allows us to easily create a list of
numbers.
 Syntax

>>> range(10)
range(0, 10)
>>> print(range(10))

range([<start>,]<stop>[,<step>])

range(0, 10)

 The start and step are optional. Default start is 0 and step +1

>>> list(range(10))

 Generates a list of numbers from start/0 to stop-1.

[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]

 Step can be a negative number.
 Works with integers only.

>>> list(range(20,0,-1))
[20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8,
7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1]

for loop
 The for loop has the following general form.

for var in sequence:
statements
 If a sequence contains an expression list, it is
evaluated first. Then, the first item in the sequence is
assigned to the iterating variable var. Next, the
statements are executed. Each item in the sequence
is assigned to var, and the statements are executed
until the entire sequence is exhausted.
 For loops may be nested with other control flow
tools such as while loops and if statements.

for letter in "aeiou":
print ("vowel: ", letter)
for i in [1,2,3]:
print (i)
for i in range(0,3):
print (i)
vowel: a
vowel: e
vowel: i
vowel: o
vowel: u
1
2
3
0
1
2

Control flow tools
 There are four statements provided for
manipulating loop structures. These are break,
continue, pass, and else.
•

break: terminates the current loop.

•

continue: immediately begin the next iteration
of the loop.

•

pass: do nothing. Use when a statement is
required syntactically.

•

else: represents a set of statements that should
execute when a loop terminates.

for num in range(10,20):
if num%2 == 0:
continue
for i in range(3,num):
if num%i == 0:
break
else:
print (num, 'is a prime number')
11 is a prime number
13 is a prime number
17 is a prime number
19 is a prime number

30 polygons
import turtle
p = turtle.Pen()
n = eval(input("Enter the number of sides"))
for i in range(30):
for j in range(n):
p.forward(i*4)
p.left(360/n)
p.penup()
x=p.xcor()
y=p.ycor()
p.goto(x-2,y-2)
p.pendown()
turtle.done()
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What You Learned
 At this point you should
− Understand





For statement
Nested loops
Break
Continue

Lab Time

